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Abstract:

Human rights organizations are increasingly questioned about impact, which is particularly challenging for overextended and under-resourced groups that tackle complex issues requiring a long view to be achieved. They would greatly benefit from a manageable assessment tool to capture how well they are doing on key dimensions that are essential for that long-view impact. Building on my experience with the Ford Foundation’s Organizational Mapping Tool designed to assess organizational capacity, I propose to develop a tool to assess human rights impact.

The tool will enable any human rights organization to assess how it is doing in areas that are essential to the wider human rights movement, if we are to achieve our long-range objective of fully human rights respecting societies. The tool will capture, for example, organizations’ strengths/weaknesses in areas such as constituency building, collaboration, de-siloing, shifting power, and other dimensions that are extremely difficult to assess but are essential to building a successful human rights movement. The self-administered, highly participatory tool will provide organizations an opportunity to reflect on their contributions to that wider human rights movement, point to what else they can do, and identify tangible ways of getting there.

I envision a session devoted to either a presentation of the actual tool or enlisting session participants in fleshing out descriptors for its key components, depending on where I am with the development of the tool by the time of the Conference. Minimally, the session will actively engage human rights practitioners and researchers in considering the dimensions of our issue-, country-, and methodologically-specific work from a movement-wide view.
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